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.STRUCTURAL COUPLING IN- SCHOOLS*

. Ip the literature dealing with

7.
generalization is that the dominant

become
.

Wge scale units structured

ti
ical systems (Meyer and Rowan, 1978). A common assumption is that, as the
, .

- scale ofmchools'expanded, higher levels of coordination and integratiOn

educational organizations, an accepted

l...
(

school form in ihc United States has

as bureaucracies and managed by polit-

were reqUired. Buh-aucratic controls, then emer6ed.to structure the activi-

ties efficiently. The basic premise is that multiiiered orgahizations-are
as

necessary to communicate accurately the school system's objectives from

top to bottom, to monitor actions and..outcomest and, if necessary; to

-order corrective actions (Ouchi, 1978). . 4

Many :;cholars have recently started to reject the notion of schools

as tightly linked bureaucracies and'to accept the 'proposition that schools

lack close internal coordination, especially for the content and methodsA

'of instruction. For example, Meyer and Rowan (1978) concluded that in-

struction tends to be removed from the control of the organization struc-

ture, iff,both,its bureauCratic and colleague aspects. Moreover, Dornbusch

and Scott (1975) discovered no evidence of effective evaluation or control

in school systems. As a result of such findings and similar observaticins,

March an Olsen (1976) and Weick (1976,) , conceived the structure of schools

k.-

as being lopsely coupled. In fact, speculation has been particul rly fre-

quent about the strong ffectst'df'structural coupling orrlinkages on school

outcomes.

An area.also needing further conceptual and empirical development is

organizational effectiveness of schoolS. When this topic is discussed,

,

*This research was suppotted by the University of Kansas Learning Disa- .

bilities Institute whichiii funded under a contract with the Office of
Special Education,.U.S. Department of Education.
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. accountability, quality, student achi*ement, innovation, and morale reot=e-

sent outcomes that frequeRtlY are proposed-as effectiveness criteria.

. ,

Many of the arguments or discussions conclude with the generalization that

effectivenest dannot be defined and measured. As a central theme in the' \

operation of schools, the difficult questions irivolving school effective-

ness cannot° be avoided. Education is not de id of effectimeness indicators.
,

7

;

Educators and members of the public-acknowledge ',hat different schools

-achieve different degrees of success, even with similar student popula-'.

tions. -

.

'Integrating structural coupling with the6reticaily based ideas of

organizational effecti'venesTan4 testinghe.posice0 relationships could

produce significant insights for practitioners and scholars. ,Structural .

coupling defines mechanisms in schools tnat guide'.the_behamior
.4'

viduals. The formulation and implementation40f individUalized education01
,

programs(IEPs), for instance, reguire high levels of cooperation among
.

teachers. Therefore, the effectiveness levels of existing and proposed
, .

programs fOr learningAisabled and, indeed,' all Students depend on h

link=ies of teachers, technical specialists and administratorS: Basecon

4:1

the need and importance to understand the relationships} among the struc-

tural and effectiveness variables, two purposes guided the investigation:

0) to determine the associations between structural coupling and our in- .

. .,.

dicators of school effectiveness; and (b) to assess, the stability of the ,_

relationships during a school year.
.

)
Conceptual Perspective for School Effectiveness

--Tolask a global question about whether a school is effective or.in-
.

.

effe'ctive is a non-prcductive exercise. Effectiveness is not one thing.

A school can be both effective and ineffective depending upon the criteria,

N

1..
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. used, which, may be indepefldent of one another. Therefore, a basic assump-

tion guiding the development .of a definition ofschbol organizational ef-

fectiveness was that' he concept is multidimensional.' Four concepts were-
.

used as indicators of organizational effectiveness: perceived adapti-

bility, perceived goal achievement, teacher job satisfaction., and student
O

attitudes toward school .

The selectioh of these four criteria was based on.the foun critical

functions --adaption, goal attainment, integration, and latencY--that Par-

sons (1960) postulated were necessary for,the sull/ival of a social system.

Adaptation is concerned with the system's need to control its environment.

Schools accommodate themselves to the basic dedands of their environment

'by attempting to transform the external situation and by changing their

internal programs to meet new.conditipns such as demands for programs to

\L
'assjst children with special needs. Goal achievement is the attdinment of .

system goal The system defines its objectives and mobilizes its re-

sources to achieve these desired ends. Typical indicators of.goal

cation for educational organizations are academic achievement, producr
*

tivity, efficiency, and the quality of students and services. Integration

referi to a social solidarity within the system. It is the process of

organizing, coordinating, and'unifying social relations into a single

structure. Among the primary social concerns of the school are employee

job satisfaction and morale. Finally,. latency is the maintenance of the

value system. Effective schools require high commitment and appropriate

behavior by educators and students to reinforce the organization's norms

and values. An indicator of latency is the attitudes of students to and

school. 'Thus, four criterion variables constituted a theoretical/ y based

composite of performance indicators.



Conceptual Perspective for Structural Coupling of School Activities

-,------Loose-coupLinb....means_thatthe_parts_Lunits,,or_subsystem§ are rela-

tively disconnected and lack.intekependencies. Weick.(1976) described

the concept with, the image that.while the parts of,a school are responsive

to one another, each preserves its own identity and physical or logical

4'

eparateness. A result is that the activities of one part'impact other
1

. .

nits less than had been assumed. The change in perspective fromrschools
,

''

.,1-

as tightly linked tp loosely coupled organizations suggests that some

school functions are less interdependent than would be predicted by tradi-

tional tureaucratic theory. Bidwell (1965) had proposed thii change

earlier with the observation that schools are characterized by structural

loosenegs for instructionally related activities such as curriculum and

# - .

technology, evaluation, and direct authority over instruction.

.
Mintzberg (1979) proWded a background for understanding coupling as

an impqrtant concept of organization. He conceived organizations as being

composed bf five parts: strategic apex, support staff, technostructure,

. 4,;=

middle lint, and operating core. As professional bureaucracies all five

parti are present in schOol systems. Hmyever, the technostructure, middle

line, and operating core are most directly involved in the instructional,.

processes.

The technostructure is comprised of specialists who serve the school

by affecting the work of others. While being removed from the primary

work flow, tjiey may design, plan, and change the instructional processes

or 'train people who'. do 04intzberg, 1979:29 These specialists are cod-
.

cerned with adaptation to meet environmental changes and with stdne3rdizi-

tion to reduce the need for direct supervision. In schools the techno-
,

structure staff provides a variety of services, such as curriculum super-
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vision, student guidance and counseling, and special education activities

.
ip ,

" to help the teacher's better perform their t During the past' few

years, the number of special- education specialits has iricreased-:..dramat

z

cal, ly. to meet the changing demands for services to children with various

disabilities and 0 standardize the responses to similar needs.

The middle line of schools is composed primarily' of ,principals. They

have authority over the operating core and embody the coordinating mecha-

nism of direct su'peryisicin. -Among the many tasks that middle-line admin-

istrators perform are the development. of liaison contacts and communida-

tion of information within their schools. Jiowever, the most time-consum-

Ing roles involve -negotiating end handling disturbances. For principals s

this includes working withteachers to, resolve issues of studenZ.. disci-

pl ine.

Educational organizations are;professional bureaucracies which Jepend"

primaril,/ onthe standardization of skills in the operating score of in-

k4
struction for coordination ratherlth.an dirett supervision by the middle

line. School systems assume that teacher training programs and state cer-

tification t'andards produce teachers",yith adequate competencies, to per-
,

form the teaching tasks. Once teachers are placed in classrooms, they

make most of the. instructional decisions and little supervision re-
,

quired. 7

With a high degree of independence,. formal linkages or flows maybe

limited in quantity and may have little impact on F.ne work process in
,

schools, a situation described by Thompson (196'7:54) as, pooled ,interdepen-

dence. This condition has little need,fOr linkages among members of the

Orgffatioipbedause each part makes a diScrete contribution to the 1,thole,
.

and each is supported by the tholl:e. In schools characterized by pooled
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coupling, teachers may share facilities, eqUipment and budge, ,but Work.

v

6

v
0.

alone with students. Teachers working,in isolation haie little need for

coordinating mechanisms or structural linkages with each other or with

1

. ..

personnel in. other parts of the school. The classic illustration .is that

teachers close the doors and conduct 'their, Classes independently of others.

Except in special circumstances, only the students obserrite the instruc-

tional processes of teachers. Administrators, technostructural staff, and

colleagues, therefort, have limited direct-influence on what teachers do

---
,

in their classrooms. This conclusion is generally supported by, the fidd-

ing that within a given schoolteacherse5ihibit little agreement when

- describing,sChool and classroom practiCes (Meyer, Scott, COle, and Intill,

1978).

In schools using more traditional designs, work dependencies for

teaching and planning typically occur on an informal and low frequency

bagis. Teachers occasionally share ide'as and teaching techniques.'-The

informal linkages ar 'fluid. The exceptions are situations in which

teachers, principalt, or technostructural staff already are interdependent"

through team or group activities such as writing and eval ating IEPs. The

'formal school organization often develops strategies to tie various parts .

together. teachers are involved in periodic inservice train-

,

faculty meetings, and'commIttee assignments. hese repre-

\

sent attempts 'by the organization to couple or link the parts of the

school system togeth6r for greater coordination and control.

Similarly, Bridges and Hallinan (1978) maintained that work system

interdependence ispresent in schaols-where-a-00-frequency-of-teacher

Y
interaction is present. They faed,that Work system interdependence,.com-,

of the, school

/ing programs,

munication,iand group cohesion among'teachers were all' significantly re-

O



lated t'o each other. nteractionsmong teachirs, administrators, and

technical specialistsjoccur
I -

satisfy human social needs.

to coordinatethe_work-activities-and-td______,

Team or group activities such as coopative

planning-an6C-ommunication reduce the structural looseness. in a school's

-"operating core.. Some organizational configurations and group practices do

promote, structural linkages. For example, evidence was found to support
. .

the argument that newer methods of teaching in open'space schools tend to

move teachers into collaborative arrangements.and,away from the tradi-

tional arrangement of isolated classroom teachers (Cohen, Meyer, Scotti,

and.Deal, 1979:29). In addition,'teachers and other personnel within and

. .

across subject areas and special services in the technostructure may for-

4

ally or informally assume the shared responsibility for accomplishing a
. #.

set of educational objectives. They Collaborate;lhat'is, educators'. com-

municate. and plan interdependent sequences of classroom or other rctivi-'

ties. The teachers then become responsive to each other and if changes

occur in the content or process of the operating core; an 4mpact is-niade

'

oh the others: These assertions are attenuated somewhat by Bredo's

(1977:308) conClution that even among teachers on teams, interdependent,

activities are relatively infrequent and of liMited influence:

In sum, linkages Coupling Mechanisms bind the parts of a school

rganlitation together. Important indicators. of structural coupling in ,

schools include: for the operating core, the work system interdependence

among teachers and communication among teachers; for the operating core

and middle line administrators,Nthe communication between thdoprincipal(s)
.

and teachers and discipline procedures; and for the_op,erating_c_ore_and_the______

lechnostructure, the communication ofteachers with L11.,specialistssand work

system interdependence, of teachers and LD specialitts.. Finally, isolation,

.. Is

9
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as thenuMbei- of hours teachers spend 'in school working independently of

other adults, indicates a lack of structural coupling or linkages within

'the operating core'and with other parts of the system.

I

PoSitel Relationshi s for Structural Cou lin and

4
Indicator of School Effectiveness

The literature contains evidence that structural coupling in schools

is systematically related to the indicators of organizational effective-.

ness. Extrapolating the existingInqwledge to the present study allows
, .

for the development of theoretical rationales and hypotheses for the vari-
.

ables.

Adaptability

Of all the criteria for organizational effectiveness, Steers (1975)
4 .

?found that adaptability and the closely related concepts of fltexibilfty

and innovation Are the indicators used most frequently by researchers as

effectiveness measures. Generally, adaptability ties the.capatity of or-

ganizations to modify their op'?ating p&edures with internal and ex-
.

ternal forces that.induce change. In schools, adaptieness Can be define

as the abilities of professional educators to perceive forces of change's

.and to initiate'new policies and practices tb`meet 'emergent demands, .In-

novation-represents a major problem for professional bureaucracies because

major innovation requires cooperation and communication across disciplines

within tie operating core and across parts of the schools (Mintzbergt

1979:374-376).

Fin-din-0 by Miskel (1977) indicate that .schooli described as using

administrative planning, research and evaluation procedures, having free
o

and open communication, and. making decisions participatively also initi-.

ated or maintained a high level of innovatiyeness. Moreover, effective
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comulinication is particularly important for the effective functioning of

organizations that face an uncertain or changing environment (Steers,

1977:147). Similarly, Balcfridge and Burnham (1975:175) found that com-

,-). runica(tion linkages in schools were positively'relat-ed to the adoption of

inrioAtions.. Therefore, conceptual and empirical evidence exists to sup-.

port the -following hypothetis.

Hypothesis One. Tnp structural coupling variables will be signifi-

cantly,eorrelated with the perceived adaptability of schools.

Perceived Goal Achievement
_ _

When, discussing school goal achievements, many parents, gc.,e,rnment

pol icy Makers, and scholars 'define the concept too narrowly.. Usually,

thei-mean student scores on standardized tests measuring cognitive skills.

However; educators produce a number of products and 'services that repne-
.

sent goal attainments. For example, student learning, instruction, new

curricula, athletic achievements, art and music programs, and teacher-s,
. .

parent meetings are prdduced in schools. HencO, the-effectiveness levels -
, . t.

of schools vary not only in the quantity and quality of their products and
.

...1services, but also in
.0 ,

the efficiency of production.
I .

5;

Using concepts closely related-to structural coupling, Mott (197a)

fouhd that in more centralized organizations, perceived effectiveneis

tended to be lowe'r. iotiever, effectiveness was greater when the tasks

were structured and the climate was open. The findings of O'Reilly and.

Roberts (1977:679), that accuracy and openness of communication are re-

,..6ted to per.ceived organizational effectivenesS, also support. of tliitt's-
, ,..

_____,.,-- :-
conclusions. Similarly, research findings irn edigitional organizations

uuphold Mott's conclusions.
4

Formalization, specialization among. educators,

and climates lharacterized by open comanication, participation, and high

.11
T. "`,-""tr

910... ,Nmes.,
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mitivitiori were conducive to teachers perceiving the school aFbeing ef-

fective (1iskel, Fevurly and Stewart, 179). After reviewing literature;

Hellriegel and Slocum .(1975:263) concluded that numerous studies have .

found a significant positive relationsh)p between organizational climate

and a number of indicatys of ,,-.7fectiveneis. Basedon this evidence, the

. - d
"1 f ol 1 ow i nT hypothesip was drawn. _ .

ft e.
. . . .

Hypothesis Two. The structuralacoupling variables will be signifi-

cantlycorelated.with perceived goal achievement of. schools.

. Job Satisfaction . , ..

.

'Defined as a present and past oriented affective statethat results .
. , .

1 A
when the educator evaluates his or her work role, job satisfaction repre-

. . .

'-' 4
sents a key indicator of integration or

4
soCiat. soTidarity.. After, review --

,
. ..

ing
\
the literature, Ratsoy (1973) concluded that.teacher job .satisfaCtion,

. .
....

id general, was,lower in 'schools where teachers Tierceik a high degree -of

.-r ,
....: .

b6reaucracy. 'Bureaucfatic factors which enhanCe status differences among

$ . J.

P,' .rection being 'positively related and the lateral direction-being nega-

tively related with job satisfaction, respectively (guchinsky, 1977:603),

r

Employees who-are dissatisfied with their jobs may. restrict their commu-

.

Rication primarily to their co-workers. However, the findings of, Forsyth

. _....-

the professionals produce low levels or s-afisfaCtion. In contrast, greater
,

,-----;:--
participation in planningand'decision making,especially concerning in-

.
. .

., -
-

structional nepods-, yields enh4nced teachei- job satisfaction (BelagIco and

,,,--- .- ,.
.

-

Alutto,-1972;.Mohrinati, Cooke, and Mdhrman, 1978). Similarly, Bridges and
,

..------ .
1 .

..
_,-

Hallinan (1978:32) found that work. system interdependence was positively

related to group cohesion and negatively related to teacher absenteeism.

Moreover, .both the downward and lateral di rectiohal ity of communication .

are significantly correlated with job satisfaction, with the downward di-
,-

12
ti



and Hoy (1978) reveal that educators isolated from friends and coworkers

exhibit Nigh levels ofalienation. Bas'ed on this yeasoning, the following '

hypothesis was drawn.

Hypothesis Three. The structural coupling variables will be signifi-
.

cantly correlated with teacher job satisfaction.

Student Attitudes

*How the students'describe the learning environments represents the

effecti venes s of schools ift meeting the 'latency needs of social systems.

GrandSean and Vaughn,(1981:288) demonstrated that several factors ex-

plained indiyidual variation in attitudes of student's towar&schools.

sPositive vielis tend to be held by students who, for example, take classes

iethe non-college track, are socially -active, receive high grades, or

feel that students have appropriate influence on school policies. The

iflvestigatort speculat -h mechanisms explaining the-differences-could

be socia-psychglogick, structural, th. It seems reasonable to ex-

pect that these factors would,include teacher linkages within school which

-,
could faci 1 i tate. student actiYity .and participation. Teachers- who plan

....

. t
%1

i ..,

and communicate more frequently with other educators should be able to
,

offer.itudents more opportunities to excel than less interactive teachers..

4:'

Therefore, support exists ftr the following statement.

Hypothesis For The structural coupling variables will be signifi-

cantly correlated with student attitudes toward school.

',METHODOLOGY

Sampling .and Data Collection Procedures
0

The population fortge study was89 is elementary and secolgry

schools in Xansas: Although procedures were not used that ensured a ran-
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dorm sample, care was taken to selec urban, suburban, and rural schools

from diverse geographic areas of ka s . For example, schools from the

.

largest districts in the-state were included as well as schools from,'

-/ districts with less. than 500 students. Of the 92 1iools thaiwere-
.

selected, 89 (97%) agreed to pexticipate in the study.

While the unit of analysis was the school,, most of the data were ddl-

lected from teachers and students. --From faculty rosters three groups.of

teachers were chosen using a tabilof random numbers. When the school

.was large enough, eight teachers were chosen for each group or 24 total..

If a school hddtless than 24 teachers, them the nymber for each group was

reduced proportionately. A total of 1,988 teachers were included in the '

sample. Using an original and tw follow-up mailings, 1,697 (85%) teachers

-returned the measures in t' first r und. Jn the spring 1980 or the. second-

1,b97-Vdat-had-participat'ed-eartier-were sent the same

measure d5 the one they had comMeted in the fall 1980. A total of 41
...-

teachers were no longer in. the schools. Of the 1,658 that remained; 1,442,

(87%) returned the instruments, This return rate means that the overall

participation level was 73% of the-ini sample.. - -

'In addition, ten students from each school or 890 were asked to corn

plete a'student attitude measure. Persoviel within each school selected

A these students. In secondary schools, language arts teachersinade the

selections. In elementary schools, a third grade teacher selected the

\students. A total of 880 (99%) students participated in each round.

Data Collection Procedures

t
To reduce the probability of a response'set across the .different per-

ceptual instruments and, therefore, to maintain methodological indeped-

dence among the measures, the teachers were randomly divided into three
,

14
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groups. One-third-reSpOntied,io sof the seven measures of structural

coupling, dkEhird'to the'Scal/es bf a variablenot considered in the pre-
, /

sent paper, and "one:third-to an indicator of structural cpupling-:(!;/ork

,
syspen interdependence of teachers with learning disabilities specialists),

*
,

.

apd-the criterion variables of job satisfaction, perceived adaptability,

and perceived organizational effectiveness; ' . %'.
44r

Since the school was the unit of analysis and not the individual, .

,..,/ data were aggregated by averaging the teacher and student responses within

:,g' I

each school, The result-was scores on 11 variables for each schoOl:'.

seven structural coupling and four indicators of effectivenets.

Thedata were collected through mail survey-procedures. In most

ypithip the districts coordinated the data collection ef-
.

:fort. They used the 'district mail system for sending and returning the

measures to the research-assistant-in-the district, In a few_instance's_,-

the federal:mail system was used and the measures were returned directly

to the princi investigator.

Instrumentation for the EffectivenAs Criteria

..

,Adaptation., Perceived adaptability of schools was assessed with a

perceptual measure using five items from Mott's (1972).questionnaire.
A;-'t

Miskel, Fevurly and Stewart (1979) modified the items for school settings.

Angle and Perry,(1981) used a similar version to measure the adaptiveness

of transportation organizatiOns. Example items were: People ih this

.

school do a g od job anticipating problems. What proPortion.of the people

in your schoo readily accept and adjust to the'changes? Each item had a

five catego%e/xtent scale which was-scored from one to five. The pos-

t

sible range of scorei*Was 5 (16w aiaptability).to 25 (high adaptability).

As estimates'of reliability, the alpha coefficients were .80 for the first

sample set and .86 for the second.

I i5
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Perceived goal achievements Three-items adapted from Mott's (1972)

' 14

instrument by Miskel, Fevurly, and Stewart (1979) were 'employed to measure

perceived goal achievement. This self.report questionnaire asked the

teachers to specify their perceptions of the. quantity of products and ser-
.

vices, the quality of, products and services, and how efficient, the re-.

souOs were used. Each item has a five category extent scale,which was

-scpred from' one to -five. The possible- range of scores was 3 (low goal,
.4?

achievement): to-A5 (high goal .chtevement). As estimates of reliability,

.tne' alpha'soefficients were a for the 'first data set and .85 for the

1

second.

40
Job satisfaction. A seven item.measure was dsed to OPerationdItze,.

this -...oncept. The scale indirectly probed various' indicators of job satis.7.

actiOn. Example items were: I often think of changing jobs;, Most 'other

educators are more sati-s-fi-ed-w4-0--tbeir_ j_obsIthan I am. The teacherse're-

spolided using a set of five categories from strongly disagree. to, strongly

agree. The categories were assi ed values of one to five and the -pos-

sible range was from 7 (dissatified) to 35 (satisfied). As an estimate,of

reliability, the alpha coefficient was .81 ( Miskel, Bloom, and McDonald,

1380). For the current samples,,,the alphas equaled .80 and .86 respectively.

The measure has high face validity.
4

Studdrit attitudes. The perceptions of the school by students were

vaMessed with a measure composed of nine descriptive items. Example items

-were: Teachers ilifthis school are &ler-idly; LearnIng is enjoyable. The =

studentg rdsportded using a set of five categories from strongly disagree

to strongly agree. The categories were assigned values of one to _five-Wd-

thepotential range was from 9- (negative) to 45 (positive). The alpha

.."

coefffCents were .77 for, the responses in round one and .79' in round two.
.

'
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InstruMentation for the Structural*Couplinq Components

, Seven short instruments were used to measure structural coupling.

The first.for linkage& within the operating core is called the intensity

of work system interdependence among teachers scale. Developed by Bridges

andHalTinan (1978) intensity of work system interdependence is defined

hereas the sum orscores for the 13 different activities of the staffing

pattern inventory. the items deal with coupling or linkages among teachers

in the instructional process. The measure lists 13 activities:such. a&

lesson preparation and use of instructional materials, and aslcs how fre-

qugntly teachers jointly work, together on these items. The response cate-

gories ranged from 0. to 5+ and were scored O'to 5. The frequencies ,were

summed to produce apossible range of.0-65. The higher the score, the

higher interdependence or the tighter the coupling. The developers re-

ported that the alpha coefficient ii4n estimate of reliability was .95
,.

1
.

and presented positive indicators of validity,- In further developmental

efforts, Mickel, Bloom, and McDonald (1980) found as estimates of.relia-
t. *.

bility an alpha coeffidient,of .91 and'a test-retest coefficient after'

four edks of .74. Alpha coefficients for the current samples were

Jandt,90. In addition, the evidence.was strong for construct, convergent,

and predictive validity Of the intensity of work system interdependence

among.teachers scale. .

Ten items'from the intensity of work system .interdependence among

teachers scale were adapted to forma measure called the intensity of work.

system interdependence betieen teachers and LD specialists scale. The new

measure wa designed.to assess linkages between the operating core and the

. -

technostructure. The directions for the orfginal, measure were rewritten

,.as follows: Now often on the average db you jointly engage in each of the



.

. -

1
following, activities

\
With a learning disabilities specialist? Example

items were: jointly select instructional materials; and jointly select `
,

topics to be taught. The io activities were listed, and the teachers re-
-,-

7
,

-sponded by writing a- number, from Osto 5t times per month. The responses
.

were added to produce a score\ wliich could range from a low of .0 to a high

.

_

of 50. The alpha coefficient,
\
\s an estimate of, reliability, was .93 for

\ 4 t

both data. sets. The val idl ty of 'the measure for cooperative Or joint plan-

C

lb

ning bktween the ''opEtrating core and technostructure was sUilported by the

, 0

strong indicator§ of validity for the original instrument.

Coupling= also was measured by three versions of a comnunication,,mea-
.\

.14-
sure refined by Jiri'dges and Hillinan (1978). For,each of sev=en; topics

,(five task-relevant and two task-irrelevant); teachers, checked the fre-,

quency with which they talk with other teachers: da:ily, several days a

week, once a week, 'once or'twice a month, once or twice a semester, and

-never. The weight -s-- assigned -to _thess-six,frequencycategori es_aoproxinfatq
.

the absolute magnitude of differences-aniong the categorieS: ,daily-(5.0),

i several days a Week (2.5), once a week (1.0), once'or twice a Month' (.5),

once or twice a semester (.25), and never (0). 'The communication score is

determined by summing the weights of the seven items. The,theoretical

range of scores was 0 (low) to 35 -(higll communication. frequency). The

al pha -coeffici ent as -an -- estimate -of rel i ability y was -reported by Bridge's

. ,

and Hallinan D.978)- as being .88; In addition to -the original scale, -two, 4.,,, 1 -
.

other measures were, formed by rewriting the direCtions to ask for the re-

quercy with which teachers talk with the principal and with a harning

disabilities specialist. Therefore, three measures of coupling through:

communication were (a)teachers with teachers, (b) teachers with prih-,

cipal (s) and (c) regular classr'oom teachers with learning disabilities



,
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spe'cia'kSts. The measures assessed the linkages within' the operating core,.

I
between the operating score and the middle line, and between the operating,'

core and the technostrdcture, respectively. In a pilot study the esti-

mates
'

of reliability for the first two measures (alpha coefficients) were

j9,and ..87 respedtiyely. The test-retest coefficients after-four weeks,

were .73 and .55. InIthe present samples, the alpfies Tanged from .80 to
i

, . ,

.83. Mqreover, the findipgs indicated construct, concurrent, and
.

predic-
.

. . ,
...

tive validity:for the two measures (Miskel; Bloom, McDonald, 1980). The
. .

.

nication measure for learping disabilities-specialtsts had alpha co-
.

. 1 ,
\

eff ciepts 'for fhe'current'samples of .91 -and '.97, '
.

, ,

The sixth coupling measure, discipline procedures, asked the teachers .

to describe the sAud nt control\anediscipline processes used in the
. .

de, _ermined the 16e1 of linkage between the, teachers iii..-

school. f'.1 itemi

the operdting core Ancithe'principeLill.herniddle)ineformanaging. stu-

r. dent behavior. 4iexample item was: -ffedehers-consult with .the princip0 ,

or assistant principal (s) about .student 6iscipline'and control. Five ex-

tent categOrigs (always, frequently, often, occasionally, never) wereused
t

for each item and were
.

scaled from fo6r to zero with a possible' range of
.

scores 0 (low coupling) to 24 (hfgh coupling),....Thedlpha coeffi:-
. . , ..

.

c.:

cients were .86 for.Bthe first set of responses 40-.87 for the-second.

The final measure, of ,structural coupling. was a single item 'for

teacher isolation: Of the total "hours that you spend in school each week,

-how Many hours do you wok in isolation of other teachers? In contrast too*

the other more specific measures of coupling, this one indicates a general

absence.of linkages forthe'operating core.

19'
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Resclts .

i
The four hypothcset were tested using product-moment correlation?

, t, c x .

coefficients. Correlational coefficients were calculated for the two data .

_sets for each hypothesis. To determine the stability of the correlational

0

coefficients, ,the results from first and seco ate-collections are
. 1

.

compaed and contrasted. The fin from the descriptive statistics are ,

0 , .

di sed firs owed by the results of the formal tests of the four

hypotheses, and finally a.set of related findings will be presente_and

; discussed.

Means -and StapOarcrDVitions
4

The means and standard deviations for the seven coupling and four
-

A outcome variables from both data collection efforts are given' in Table 1.
. . . .

i- .,-,- .
.

.
,A,, - . , . .

.,.In most cases six structural coupling variables ex441 it scores that are
(

. 1
,

.-, .

C?,z_ considerably below their conceptual means-: Fol:_eamile,__the,"Ps for
' '.

Work system interdependence among teachers,_with_i_potentia14range of 0-65

and a 'conceptual, mean of 32.50, have means of,20.08 and 17;-.53"for ',the

first and second data collections, respectively. The means,a-releven-lower

. .

for the Work. system iAterdependence between teachers -and learning di sabil

ties specialists. With a possible range of 0=50 Od.:CACeptual mean of

25, the actual meant of 6.92_ and 6.71 indicate _that Cooperatime_planning

on the average for each of the work system interdependence-between teachers

and LD specialists'items occurs less than once a semester, However, the
.

.

stafida-rd deviations are quite large which suggests a wide variation -be-

tween schools.. The averages for the three,communication scales also show

dramatic differences. With a possible range of 0-35 and a conceptual mean

If 17.5, theeans range from a low of 3.17 for communication of regular

classroom-teddhers with learning disabilities specialists in the spring



z

semester to a high orli.27 for communication Among classroom teachers .in
.

the fall semester., In other words, teachers reported,that they communi-
i\ .1

cate.on each item with other teachers several times a week, with the prin-

cipbut once a month,,and with learning disabilities specialists about
.

,.x.

. ..
once a\month4pIn contrast, the scores on the scale measuring discipline

. . \

procedures for student control are'slightly above the conceptual mean of
---_,

12-(range\of 0 to724).---The-means of 15.38 for the first data set and

'J3.86 for the second reveal that teachers believe that discipline proce-

dures for student control are often monitored by teachers and administra-W
tors. The seventh'indicator of structural coupling revealts that teachers

spend 26 hours in sdhool each week in isolation of other teachers.

Table r-about'here

-A further-obserfftlon-tstliatTas a group, the change in means from

the fall to the spring suggests that strength of coupling -tends to de-

crease somewhat as-the school year progresses. ,With the exception of dis-

cipline procedures, these descriptive statistics imply relatively loose
-4'...44K
sip

structural linkages among the components or.i'he school organization. In

;terms of linkages among the sahoolAparts, tightest coupling appears within.

the operating core. Communication and cooperative planning- are highest

among the teachers. The linkages between the operating core and ,the

middle line vary according to thetopic. EVidently, the couplin of

teachers and principals is ret 'vely strong for issues involyin student
AP,

discipline; but communication about instruction and for socia' discourse

occurs infrequently. The low mean values of variables linking the operat-

ing core to the technostructure suggest that these parts are loosely

coupled.
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations (SD) for the Variabs

4.
t

in kitb'Data ColleCtions -

.

, ..

Variables First Collection.' Second Collection
'.Mean SD Mean SD.

Structural Coupling

1. 4:1Ork System. Inter-

dependence: Teachers 20.08 8.41 11.53

2. COMYNnication: TeaChers
4fth Teachers

q i

3. 'CoMiilunication:. Teachers

11.27 .3.65 10.30.: 3.44

with Principal(s) 3.82 . 1)57 , 3.74. 1.53

4. itcipliild Procedures 15.38 2.82 ,13.86
.

.3:68

5. ; COmminication: Teachers

With LD Specialists. 4.12 2.70 3.17 2.35

6. WOrk System Inter-
dependence: .Teachers

-6.92 6.06 6.71 6.89and LD

.7. Teacher Isolation (Hours) 25.94 603 26.60 7.59- '

Organizational Effectiveness

8, Perceived 6daptibility 17.87 2.17, 17.31 2.95

9. Perceived Goal Achievement 11.41 1.00 11.24 1.52

10. Teacher Job Satisfaction ,23.96 2.78 23.44 3.77

11. Student Attitudes 34.23 2.45 32.72 5.63

22 .40
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Perceived adaptability of the schools with a possible range of 5-25

was described by teachers in (the fall (mean = 17.87). and spring (mean =

17.31) semesters as being .slightly above the conceptual mean of 15.

Tea chers view their schools as being relatively adaptive. Perceived goal

. _achievement with'a potential range of_ 3-15 and a conceptual mean of 9 had

means of 11.41 and 11.24 in the fall sand spring, respectively:. Teachers_
, f

view their schools as efficiently producing moderate to higlz quantitie& ofI ,

fair. to good quality outcomes. The two remaining variables are abo've the
es-

. conceptual means. t, Teachers describe 'themselves as being neutral to satis-.A
1. fied with- their jobs,, With-a possible <range of 7-35 and a. conceptual mean

V of 21, the means for teacher job satisfaction were 23.496 (fall) and 23.44
I k

(spring). Student attitudes toward the school' were positive or above the
. ,F -. ..

conceptual mean of 27 with greater variation in the responses for the data

set collected in'th spring semester than in the fall semester.

Tests of the H 'othe es.

The \rrelation matrices .for the eleven variables in both data sets

are shot in Table 2. The iipper, portion of the table contains the coeffi--
v..

cients, or the data collected in the fall semester and the lower portion

reports the coefficients' for the data collected in the spring semester.

For one-tailed tests of significance, the critical values of r with 87

degrees of freedom are .17 and .24 at the .05 and .01 probability levels,
t

respectively..

Table 2 about here

Stru-ctuiral---coupling-was- hypottiesized to be signifiCantly "related to

four school, effectiveness indicators,representing the critical functions

23

**,0
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Jab le 2. Correlation Matrices fOr the Variablesin0Data Collections One and Twoa b
.

f

1 2 3 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11

..

.15.-68* 34* 30* 18* .32* -42* 32* 28* 12

. VPP.. .

63* - 48* 17* '32* 29*. -37* . 24* 24* 10 -14.

, . 4 .

41* 45 *, - 26* 37* 00 4)4 20* '. 16 -03 s -02
.,,

;38* 24* '-- 26* . 07 .-084 42* ". 35* - 07 -13 -29*
.1

18* 31* 25* 06 - .
35* 7 1 1 2 0* 32* -05

---\22*

19*

J
6 .:,1 38* . *. 267 -07 . 08 '28* -16 31* .. 40* 29*

.
7 -25* -08 01 -02' 01

:: ,
.17* *-02

,
*-15 08 -12

8 41* 26*. 29* .43* 27* 43* 23* - .79* 26* 25*

.
9 42* 35*- 21* 46* 24* 37* 26*, . 81* 23* 31*

110 30* 27*.
.

..23*:. 36* 14 17* 32* 60* 67* P "' 10

53* 48*11. 19* 24* 22* ,35 *' 07 00 33* 44*

-10
The correlation matrix for firstdata collection comprises the top half of the table and the

correlation matrix .for the second data c3ilection forins. the -bottom half. The names for

variables 1 -1'1 are given in Table 1.

The coefficients have been multiplied by 100.

kignificant at or beyond the .05 rlevel with 87 degrees of freedom.

24
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of social systemS. Partial support was found `for each hypothesis across

. both data collections, although the relationships tended to,be stronger

with the data collected Tater in the school year.

For hypothesis one, si,x' of seven in the fall and all seven in the

spring of the coupling measures were significantly correlated with per-
,

ceived adaptability. The Magnitudes of the correlations ranged from:1.20

to .32 for the first data set and .23 to .43 in the second. For ny- .

.pothesis.two similar relationships appeared. Goal attainment was a sig-

nificant correlate offive,coupling varfables in the spring and seven in

the fall. The size pf the coefficients r nged from .24 to .40 and ,21 to

)
\.-

.46 in the fall and spring respectively. Five variables were consistent

and strong correlates of adaptability and goal attainment: They were:

work systeA interdependence of teachers with teachers and with LD spe-

cialists,.commdhication among teachers and to hers.with LD specialists,

and ai!.:Zipline procedures. These variables represent linkages within the

-operating core, with the middle line to maintain appropriate student be-
.

havior, and with the technostructure to plan appropriateactiv;ities for

students with learning disabilities. The relationships for hypothAs,

three, for job satisfaction, changed from one statistically significant

correlate (r = .22) in the fall to'six indicators (range.of r = .17"to

.32) of structural coupling in the spring. The .type and variablls'relaio
0

-ing student attitudes-changed from two variables linking the operatin44

core to the technostruc re (r = .19 and .29) in the fall data set to'the

five other coupling variables in the spring. Coupling;in the operating-

- 'corq = coupling with the middle line(r.= .22 and .35),

and isol'ation (r =,.33) replaced the variables linking the technostructure

to the Operating core as.significant correlates of student attitudes.

'41
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The coupling variable of work.system interdependence of teachers with

10 special.ists.was a significantly related in seven of eight analyses for
.

the four hypotheses. Three other colipling vaeliables--work Lysteiii
_

nter-

dependence and communication among teachers and :discipline procedures - -,
. . .4.

were significantly related in six test of the.fpur hypotheses. In the.

,

case f,for teacher isolation,_ all four correlaticin coefficients were sib-

. nificant for the spring data, but none in the fall data.' As the year-

progresses, teachers and.students evidently equate time in clasrpom with

positive school outcomes. ,In sum, substantial support was found for the
.

general proposition that structuralcoupling is significantly related to

school effectiveness. Examinations of addition4) relationships and other

findings.follow. wit 19'

. thrked and interesting differences occur in the relationships between

the independent and dependent variables for the first and secqnd data col-

lection sets. In particular, 2 5 of 28 (80%) coefficients describing the

relationships between the structural coupling and effectiveries's variables

are significant for the spring data as.compal-ed to 14 of 28 (50%) for the

fall data. In the second data set:the magnitudes of the correlation co-

efficients for the coupling and effectiveness variables are much larger '

than the first. Do these findings mean that the relatfonships between the

coupling and criterion variables do not exist early "jn the school year or

-are'lhey rot recogniied? Time of the yeir may have impditant.implications

for research methods and administrative practices and will be discussed in

detail later
/
in this paper.

Related Findings
I

,The 21 correlation coefficients between the seven structural' coupling
/..

.

variables for each data cqllection show,similar and supportive reSUits.-
.

.

26
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44
The coupling variables

__
tend,to be

. ,
correlated signif7ntly among,4ihem-

,i....

selves.' With the giception,of the coefficient fob wtrk system inferde,

pendence among teachers and Communication among teachers,(r --.64%-forthe

first collection and r = .63 for the second), the magnitudes'are not lariO.

.

In dition, the directions of the coefficients are consistent with the

measurement model; that. is, all tend to be positively correlated except

for teacher isolation which tends, as.expected, to, be negatively related

to the other coupling variables..

Within the effebtiveness criteria, iignificant positive coef- ficients

characterize the relationships. Five of six in the -tall and six of six in

the spring are significant. The coefficients are also larder in second

data set. Therefore, schools effective one dimension tend to be high

on the dthers.

-
.

.
Discussion

1

\--;

,

6s on the present data, schools are described by the teachers as A

being loosely coupled. The mean scores for e structural c piing vari-

,-----
.

.

ables are for the most part low. Cooperative planning and communica

events tend to be infrequent, especially for teachers with the LD spe-

cialists and principal. In addition, teachers indicate that about 25 or

26 hours per week are spent in isolation of other adults. However, the

linkage between teachers and principals on matters of student discipline-..-

appear to be relatively tight.
°

p ,

Another important observation is that, with the exception of teacher

isolation, six structural coupling variables are positively related to the

criterion variables. More tightly coupled schO61-g-tend,to be more effec-

tive.dye. This finding is probably explained by the relativefy-adest levels

of coupling'in school organizations. The limited linkages foUnd in the

7
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.

A..

present study are viewed as facilitating tile effectiveness of schools, but
'

dramatic increases in the tight coupling should produce a ,thirpiilinear re-

lationship.

.As a'group the structuretoupling variables were consistent corre-

lates.of the criterion variables, especially later in the school year.

For example, five coupling variables--wotk system interdependenee and com-

munication among teachets..communication of teachers with the principal;

'discipline procedures and teacher isolation--were significantly related to

the, four dependent variables in the spring data set. These five variables

suggest different levels and types of coupling; that is, modestlevets of

linkages within the operating linkages betwedn the operating core and

middle line, are associated with positive school outcomes, especially in .

tie spring. :Yet, as the numbef of hours per week that teachers sRend.away

frail' other adults increases, so dry the values of the effectiveness cri-

teria. in other wOrks,.teacher isolation in the operating corgi which°

. allows teachers added time to work alone with students is associated with

./ organizational effectiveness.

These findings are highly supportive of ilintzberg's (1979) conception_

1. .

. of professional bureaucracies. .Discipline procedures and communication of
/ ..-

teachers with the principal represent linkages of the teachers in the

operating core to the principal staff in the middle line. The function of

,the linkages include .negotiating and handling disturbances in student be
c

hdvior, an especially important role for the middle line (Mintzberg, 19)9:

29, 361-363 the relationships for teacher isolation_support

Mintzberg's (1979: 349-351) contention that professionals in theOperatt

ing.core control.tffeir own work, act relatively independently of their -

-c011eaguesi-and-work-closely with thetr-s-tadentsT--The-conclusio that

28
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teachers work alone in their classrooms is further reinforced by the

failure of the communication among teachers variable to enter any of the

25

equations.

Support for Mintzberg's model is also provided by relationships of

work system interdependence Fetween teachers and LD-specialitts'to per-

cei ed adaplablilityand,goai achievement.' Mintzbarg (1979:. 374-376)
,

____
4

noted that a major problem for professional bureadcracies is innovat,A.

New programs cut across existing spedialities and call for interdisci-

Olinari efforts. Linkages between the operating core and the to the

technostructure allow the teachers to expand their repertoire of standard
.

programs or. set of skills that the'teachers have ready to apply to pre-

determined situations. In other words, the cooperative planning with the
..

LD specialists allows the teachers to categorize the students' needs ih

terms of a standard program of instruction and to apply,that program

(Mintzberg, 1179:-353). Consequently, -linkages with the LD specialists

are associated by.teachers to school adaptability and goal achievement.

Change In Relationships.

- The magnitude of the variable-means, strength of association, and

type of independent variablereiating to the school effectiveness criteria

exhibited a tendency to.change over the course of the year. For example, .

A

the means suggest that the strength of the first six structural coupling

- and expectancy climate factors.show slight declines and teacher isolation

a slight increase. As discussed above, the correlation cbefficients be-

tween'ille coupling with the organizational effectiveness variables in-

creased.

Do the variable relationships exist early in the year are just not

rec ognized-by-the-s-tu dents-a nd-teachers-?-0r-do-th e-s-tru etu ra-1- -linkages
.

:29
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start anew each year, and evolve into significant relationships by the end

. .. ,
of 'tee- school year? A noted by Ranson, Hihings, and Grefenwood (1980:

,

-.. .
.

2-L)-that, while activities and positions may be loosellinked together

and while problems; solutions,,, .and actors seem tosmake-little-structural

,

sense, stability must be acknowledged. Simj14rTy, Porter and Roberts

J(19T6: 1568) maintained that communication. atterns in organizations haVe
...

a continuity through time. This.stability critically affects commuhica-

tion patterns, content, and frequency because it gives the individuals,aq
. .

awareness that their aCtivities and interactions, are likely to be repeated.

However,- explanations of the different empirical kresults for the fall and

spring data sets must accommodate existing and emerging patterns of inter-

action within the school. Inmost cases new members to the faculty and in,

all cases new 'students are added in the fill semester. These new actors

not only must learn the work system interdependencies, communication pat-

tem and appropriate educational outcomes, they will to some extent dis-
. ,

rupt the continulty_oflatteons for the experienced eaucators and student..,Q. --- il . ,

----________

Another factor is that certain times 6f-the ,ear, such as the opening of

school and preparing for fall activities, hold high potentialfor crises,.

dtsruption of the system, and reduced goal attainment. As'Burlingame

(1979: 3-4) observed, a rhythm of seasons characterizes a school year-,

Based on this background, the response to the two questions must in-

. °

crude in its explanation of the change `a combination of the linkages eyolv-

/
ing and becoming known. Some stability exists among. the variables from

one school year to the next. Most of the educators and students_retorn-
--

anti react relationships from the previous year. However, new actors who,

do not know the structural linkages and experienced actors May suffer from

uncertainty associated with new actors and opening school activities. One

I
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result is that the tasso,ciation's among the-structural and outcome variables
,

are unclear. Another vesult: is that research records this uncertnt
,

.
a lack of relationship between the independent .and deperident variables.

But by ,the spring sr,,nester the linkages have ey Vede, been learned, and

the relationships with the school effectiveness criteria are described
-

. ,with high degrees of association. ,,,,

Conclusion
.

This investigation has integrated and tested a seri s of hypotheses

based on structural. Coupling as conceived by Weick (1970an'd.,Mintzbierg

(1979), and a comPoSite,of school .effeCtiveness'indicators reKesenting

, the critical functions posited by Parsons (060). geyeral important.srela-
.., ,

...
tionships have been described that'Suggest directions for future research-.,

.,
' . I:V

efforts. 4,0
,,

' A

. . ,

In agreement with Ranson and his. colleagues (1980:, 2) a fruitful ,
.

perspective for future research is the interpenetration of structure,

-climate and. interactions." Tay study the structural configurations :of
- .

school,s and >their effects a useful approach has been developecilty Sousa
4

and I-fby (1981). Recently,. they have successfully combined objective 'and'

perceptual measures for t* number of structural facto'rs of schools such. as

central izatifin, formalization, standardization, autonomy and technical-

cOmpetence.. The 'Use of bpth types of measures,, as compared to the present,..,
stady all-ows an AnveStiga6r to describe the influences of 'contextual

' I ,

'constraints, upon Organizational outcomes, if dependent of the individuals'
,- e ,,'

., perception 6 heM.
4 ...!, ;

i . .

In, addition to the frequency of interdependencies and communication

among the parts of the sohbol, richnesi could be added to our understand-
,

ing by using Sociometric methods to reveal patterns of interaction and to

N
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)-;'

,
increase the 'confiden e that the.gc-pups siudieci are,.in fact, interacting

task groups (O'ReillI & Roberts, 197:7:- 680). A need also exists to tom--;

pare the frequencies from two independent sources (Porter & Roberts, 1976:
.

.

1582-1583). Since.questions of group structure arrd'effectiveness are im-
,0

.

portant for UnderStanding organizatjonel design and development of schools,

research is needed to define which ispeets of group structure are potential

determinants of work system interdependency; communication, climate and

performance;.that is, whether sociometric or formal structure provides:a 3

better representation of interaction and relat4onships.among objective. and

subjective measures of structural, climate, information flow and organiza-

tiodal effectiveness.
. - .

While this study did not 'address how special efforts to link school

'part 'S together actually work, additional sidies are needed. The rela-

( ,

tively large standard deviattbni in the coupling varianes suggest cont,

siderable variation in structural linkages between schools. cohen, Meyer,
,

Scott, and Deal' (1979: 29) found that complexity of organizational struc-

-ture at an earlier times, complexity of technology, and the extent to,which

classes are taught in open space schools 'affect the levels of teacher col-

laboration. Bredo's (1977: 305) data*indicate that open space

and team policies are predictors of collegial influence. These studies

.,.7i

have focuSed on the operating core. The findings.of the O'resent investiga-

tion ) that other arrangements or initiatives from the technestructurefand

<

.
. ,

,
. .

the middleaffect the level interaction' among teachers., . ,J'L

i- Additional theoretical and empirical work also is needed on the con- y '.

cept of organizational effectiveness of schools. Too often school dfec- -,

, =

tiveness is definedmarrowly as the scores on cognitive tests of academic -1_;

N
_ability. 'The present study has used one appr\oach that worked adequately.
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Horeoyer, student attitudes shoal,d be-used more frequently because they

are affected by both structural linkages and exiIeetancy. climate. And as

suggested by Grandjean. (1981.: 289) student attitudes also affect the

4Nws that their parents hold of the school.

16 sum, the present stuay has .provided some insightt about the rela-

tionsilipi of structural coupling and organizational effectiveness of

schools., Ma0 work remains, but fruitful avenues to further our explana-

tionstions. of schools have been reviewed and revealed..

33
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